INDUSTRY NEWS:NEW TECHNIQUE
Ten Years of Treatments

With more centres in more places, and doing

more than 100,000 treatments every year, it’s no

wonder Hairfree has become the trusted name in
gentle, pain-free, risk-free hair removal.

Professional Therapists

Every one of Hairfree’s professional therapists has
undergone a laser-safety training course and has
a caring, sensitive and professional approach to

designing treatment programs for every individual

A NEW TECHNIQUE in non-surgical cosmetic treatments is the X Lift: The Non-Thread
Thread Lift. This technique was pioneered in Australia by our own Dr Argie Xaftellis. It involves
using the collagen inducing product Radiesse® to create threadlike bands that provide a soft lift
that continues to improve as the collagen induction kicks in. The results are similar to traditional
thread-lift and not a replacement for a face-lift if the sagging skin is too loose. All patients can
be treated but the best candidates are those who are just starting to show signs of sagging in the
brows, cheeks, jowls and neck. The results last 12 to 18months whilst traditional thread lifts
last only 2 or 3 years. The advantages of the X-lift over traditional thread lift include its speed
taking only 30minutes, no risk of foreign body reaction since Radiesse® consists of calcium
and phosphate molecules which are natural to the body, no “popping” through the skin of the
thread, no damage to the dermis, minimal swelling and bruising with virtually no downtime.
The best thing of all is that for less than the cost of one area of traditional thread lifting, the
X-lift can do the entire face. Dr Argie describes the new technique as, “Just another weapon in
the war against aging”. We say fight in!

Welcome to our 4th edition of NipTuck Magazine. A year on and having
travelled around Australia many times, meeting numerous specialists and
suppliers, we have developed new knowledge and tremendous respect for
the cosmetic and reconstructive industry. We are new to the industry, but
we are not new to publishing, having other titles in print now for more than
20 years; however we are thrilled to say, ‘Happy First Birthday’ to us! It is
with great pleasure that we thank you, our readers and advertisers, for your
continued support.

This procedure will be available within the next few months Australia wide to any doctors using
the Radiesse® product.

client. These women are passionate about

helping their clients to achieve results that will

A major highlight for the NipTuck Team this
quarter was attending the Australasian Society of
Aesthetic Plastic Surgery (ASAPS) and Cosmetic
Physicians Society of Australasia (CPSA) cohosted Non-Surgical Symposium, held in Sydney
in August.

make them look and feel better.
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Full Range of Treatments:

is our newest addition to the NipTuck family and will
be providing her insights on the cosmetic industry
as our Resident Beauty Columnist. If you have any
questions or topics you would like her to discuss
in upcoming issues then please email your queries
here: kyriacou.kristina@gmail.com You can also find
Kristina on YouTube where she discusses the latest in
products, trends and beauty treatments.”

● Permanent Hair Reduction

The range of non-surgical rejuvenation options
presented was staggering and apart from getting
to see the very latest ‘cool stuff ’, we also met some
fantastic practitioners – surgeons, dermatologists,
cosmetic doctors, nurse aestheticians and dermal
therapists. All very passionate about their craft,
full of enthusiasm at the opportunity to access
the very latest information from local and
international presenters and surprisingly more
than willing to hit the dance floor multiple times.
My feet are still recovering!
Following the fun of networking and some serious
research, we have been very busy over the past
few weeks pulling together what has been our
most heartfelt issue yet. ‘NipTuck presents:
Inspire’ comes from an overwhelming desire of
the NipTuck team to show you, in greater depth,
the fabulous people we get to meet every month;
people who are making an enormous impact on
the lives of many, every day and in so very many
ways.
This is more than evident in our feature
‘Transforming Lives’ as we discover the secret
‘other lives’ of some people whose faces are very
familiar to NipTuck readers and learn just what
it is they do in their ‘spare time’. We are grateful
to them for sharing stories of their work with

Interplast and OSSA and hope you enjoy reading
about it as much as we enjoyed working with them
on it.
October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month and
we were thrilled when Specialist Breast Surgeon
Dr Chantel Thornton agreed to be on our
cover and provide us with some very interesting
information about a disease that has touched us
all in one way or another. Along with the team at
Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre and the Breast
Cancer Network of Australia, we have been able
to create a comprehensive guide that we hope
clears up your unanswered questions and informs
you in ways you had not expected.
So for this issue we have dug deep. We have
spoken to dozens of inspirational people –
surgeons, physicians, patients and organisations
who all have inspiring stories to tell. There is no
way any of us could know the extent of the work
these special practitioners do, so this month we
are attempting to unfold more of the mystery!
To the NipTuck team of writers, lead by Melinda
Barlow (www.dragonflytrading.wordpress.com),
Krys and her team of graphic designers, and our
many photographers across Australia, thank you
for your excellent work. Happy Birthday!
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● Acne Treatments
● Organic Microdermabrasion
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DISCLAIMER
NipTuck Magazine is produced and published by Nip & Tuck Magazine Pty Ltd.
With exception of provided material, reproduction in whole or part is not permitted
without the written consent of the publishers. All reasonable efforts have been made
to trace copywriting holders. NipTuck magazine (Nip & Tuck magazine Pty Ltd)
may be a distributor of the content supplied by third parties. Any opinions, advice,
statements, services, offers or other information or content made available by third
parties are those of the respective author(s), and Nip & Tuck magazine Pty Ltd is
not responsible for any material published by third parties. Nip & Tuck magazine Pty
Ltd cannot and does not endorse in any way, nor does it vouch for, the accuracy or
usefulness of such material. Furthermore, Nip & Tuck magazine Pty Ltd expressly
disclaims any liability associated with material contributed by third parties. All readers
are advised to seek medical advice from a doctor if considering any cosmetic
procedure. NipTuck magazine does not purport to be a substitute for medical advice.
Publishers, contributors and authors do not accept any liability whatsoever in respect

to an action taken by a reader in reliance on the recommendations set out in this
magazine. Models depicted may not necessarily have received treatment described
in this magazine. All advertisers and Nip & Tuck Magazine Pty Ltd follow and
uphold the advertising policies set out by the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (www.accc.gov.au), the Therapeutic Goods Administration (www.tga.
gov.au) and individual state medical boards. All reasonable effort is made by Nip &
Tuck Magazine Pty Ltd to ensure that all advertisements accepted for publication
follow these guidelines. Copies of these guidelines are available from these agencies
on their websites. All NipTuck Magazine advertisers assume sole responsibility and
liability for statements contained in their editorial copy and advertising copy and
hold harmless and indemnify Nip & Tuck Magazine Pty Ltd and its offices, Directors
and employees from and against all liability, loss, claim, damages, cost or expenses
arising out of matter contained in their editorial or advertising. Advertisers accept
these terms and responsibilities when signing an advertising contract with Nip & Tuck
Magazine Pty Ltd.

